Friendly
You are encouraged to bring a friend who is not part of the league, play a fun, stay for lunch.
You can play any game you like this week and we will have Closest to the Pin competition.

Hidden Hole
The “Hidden Hole” is an 18 hole stroke play round. The Golf Shop selects four hole prior to the round
and does not divulge the holes until completion of the round. The player with the lowest score on the
first two holes is the winner. In case of a tie the third selected hole is used, if a tie is still unbroken then
the fourth hole is used.

8 AM Shotguns
These will be fun rounds and we will have on course contests.

Blind Partners
This will be a stroke play competition and ladies will not know who their partners are until the round is
over. Partners will be drawn at the end and the NET SCORES from each card will be added together.
The team with the lowest net score is the winner. Ties will be broken by countback.

Bingo Bango Bongo
Bingo Bango Bongo is a point based game. You do not need to keep score this week! Points will be
awarded on each hole for the following:
Bingo point (1 point) awarded to the first golfer to get their ball on the green
Bango point (1 point) awarded to the golfer with their ball closest to the hole once all balls are on the
green
Bongo point (1 point) awarded to the golfer who is the first to get their ball into the hole

Par Points
Each golfer will receive a scorecard with the PAR points indicated. These are the points to be given out
each hole based on the golfers NET Score.
4 Points – for an eagle
3 Points – for a birdie
2 Points – for a par
1 Point – for a bogey

TW CUP
This will be a 2 day combined NET score event. The lowest net score for the 2 days will be the TW CUP
champion. Can’t make it both days? Come for one round and play the on course competitions!

Team Best Ball
The lowest two NET scores from each group will be added together and be the score for each hole. The
team with the lowest best ball sore will be the winners

Beauty & The Beast
Beauty & The Beast contest will add the lowest net score of the group with the highest gross total. This
will give a team score and the lowest team score will win Beauty & The Beast

Thombstone
Thombstone is a net event where you put a flag or a thombstone with your name on it when you hit
your last shot. If someone finishes the round under their net allotment then they put their thombstone
behind the green in the designated “graveyard” with how many strokes they beat their handicap by.

Example: 15 handicap golfer – course par 72 + 15 the golfer would start with 87 strokes. Each hole
count down based on number of strokes ie: 7 on hole 1, you would have 80 strokes left. Once your
strokes get to 0 you put your thombstone in the ground where you hit that last shot. If you finish your
round whatever amount of strokes you have left go onto the thombstone and the thombstone goes into
the graveyard behind the green.

